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PURPOSE. To develop deep learning (DL) models for the automatic detection of optical
coherence tomography (OCT) measures of diabetic macular thickening (MT) from color
fundus photographs (CFPs).
METHODS. Retrospective analysis on 17,997 CFPs and their associated OCT measurements
from the phase 3 RIDE/RISE diabetic macular edema (DME) studies. DL with transfer-learning
cascade was applied on CFPs to predict time-domain OCT (TD-OCT)–equivalent measures of
MT, including central subfield thickness (CST) and central foveal thickness (CFT). MT was
defined by using two OCT cutoff points: 250 lm and 400 lm. A DL regression model was
developed to directly quantify the actual CFT and CST from CFPs.
RESULTS. The best DL model was able to predict CST ‡ 250 lm and CFT ‡ 250 lm with an
area under the curve (AUC) of 0.97 (95% confidence interval [CI], 0.89–1.00) and 0.91 (95%
CI, 0.76–0.99), respectively. To predict CST ‡ 400 lm and CFT ‡ 400 lm, the best DL model
had an AUC of 0.94 (95% CI, 0.82–1.00) and 0.96 (95% CI, 0.88–1.00), respectively. The best
deep convolutional neural network regression model to quantify CST and CFT had an R2 of
0.74 (95% CI, 0.49–0.91) and 0.54 (95% CI, 0.20–0.87), respectively. The performance of the
DL models declined when the CFPs were of poor quality or contained laser scars.
CONCLUSIONS. DL is capable of predicting key quantitative TD-OCT measurements related to
MT from CFPs. The DL models presented here could enhance the efficiency of DME diagnosis
in tele-ophthalmology programs, promoting better visual outcomes. Future research is needed
to validate DL algorithms for MT in the real-world.
Keywords: deep learning, diabetic macular edema, ocular imaging, tele-ophthalmology and
public health ophthalmology

iabetic macular edema (DME) is a condition in which the
retina develops diabetic microangiopathy with subsequent
accumulation of fluid in the macula.1 It is a leading cause of
vision impairment in people with diabetes, compromising their
function and quality of life.2–5 In 2017, approximately 425
million people worldwide had diabetes, and this number is
estimated to grow to 629 million by 2045.6 Adults with diabetes
and DME also have a substantially higher risk of cardiovascular
morbidity, mortality, and amputation risk than those without,
creating a further public health hazard.7,8 When individuals
with DME are not treated in a timely fashion through
intravitreal anti–vascular endothelial growth factor injections,
they are at risk of irreversible vision loss.9
The current gold standard for DME diagnosis is based on
optical coherence tomography (OCT) evaluation,10,11 which is
often not available for tele-ophthalmology screening in the realworld setting owing to the high cost and technical limitations.12
An imaging modality that is widely accessible and commonly
used for tele-ophthalmology is, instead, color fundus photography (CFP), which is less expensive and easier to operate. In
the future, it is also likely that patients will be able to acquire
their own CFPs via smartphone,13 further expanding the
horizon of screening possibilities provided by this imaging

D

technique. The disadvantage of CFP with respect to OCT is that
the presence of macular thickening (MT) cannot be easily
identified with the human eye.14–16 The modest correlation
found between MT assessed on CFPs and MT assessed on OCT16
may be related to the inability of the human eye to characterize
CFP changes and novel patterns associated to MT at the CFP
pixel level. For this reason, using CFP as a standalone tool for
retinal screening may lead to an inaccurate diagnosis of
DME.14–16
A possible solution for improving the accuracy of MT
detection on CFPs is the use of deep learning (DL) and, in
particular, deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs).17 In
recent years, DL has gained an incredible momentum in the
field of clinical ophthalmology and has opened up new
possibilities for the automated detection of anomalies and
grading of retinal diseases.18–28 Compared to feature-based
machine learning, DL has the advantage of offering an end-toend solution between raw images and a selected outcome
variable. Consequently, DL does not require the specification of
known clinical features to construct a detection model, as DL
learns directly from raw images without being limited by a
priori assumptions on the information contained by the images
themselves. With this aspect, and through attribution maps
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(also called focus maps), DL may eventually unravel novel
predictive biomarkers that are associated with a given outcome
variable after thorough clinical validation.
Within this context, the primary objective of this study was
to assess whether DL can automatically predict OCT-equivalent
quantitative MT measures from CFPs. Specifically, we present
results related to four different DCNN models: (1) two models
to detect the presence of clinically significant MT, using the
cutoff points on time-domain OCT (TD-OCT) of central foveal
thickness (CFT) of 250 lm and 400 lm; and (2) two models to
detect the presence of clinically significant MT, using the cutoff
points on TD-OCT of central subfield thickness (CST) of 250
lm and 400 lm. The cutoff point of 250 lm measured with
TD-OCT is traditionally used to discriminate normal subjects
from those with abnormal MT.29 The cutoff point of 400 lm is
used by the National Institute of Health and Care Excellence
(NICE) in the United Kingdom to identify cases of severe DME
for which ranibizumab treatment should be initiated.30 The
secondary objective was to assess the robustness of a DL
regression model to predict the exact value in micrometers of
CFT and CST. The tertiary objective was to assess how DL
results are affected by CFP image quality and the presence of
focal/grid/panretinal laser scars. The crucial difference between our study and prior studies looking at DL algorithms to
detect DME is that our study aimed to predict actual
quantitative OCT measurements from CFPs rather than being
explicitly instructed to identify the presence of other DME
markers such as exudates.18,19

METHODS
Dataset
The combined CFP dataset of two different clinical trials,
RIDE31 and RISE,32 was used to address the scientific questions
of this work. RIDE/RISE were identically designed, phase 3,
multicenter, double-masked, 24-month, sham injection–controlled randomized studies to test the efficacy of ranibizumab
injections for patients affected by DME.31,32 The eligible
participants had diabetes mellitus (type 1 or 2), a best
corrected visual acuity (BCVA) of 20/40 to 20/320, and a
central macular thickness ‡ 275 lm for, at least, one eye.33 In
addition, CFPs from the Kaggle Diabetic Retinopathy challenge
were used.34 The trials adhered to the tenets of the Declaration
of Helsinki, were Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act compliant, and protocols were approved by
institutional review boards, ethics committees, or as applicable. Patients provided written informed consent for future
medical research and analyses, based on results of the trial.

Outcome Variables for Deep Learning Modeling
The quantitative OCT measurements, CST and CFT, were
selected for the modeling among all OCT measurements
collected for the study-eye for each patient at each visit. CST
is defined as the average thickness in the central 1-mmdiameter circle of the ETDRS circle,35 whereas CFT is defined
as the mean thickness measured at the point of intersection of
the six radial scans.35,36 As a result, CFT is a more variable
measure than CST. All TD-OCT scans were acquired with the
Zeiss Stratus device (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany), and
the CFT and CST outputs were assessed by masked readers at
the central reading center.
The values in micrometers of CST and CFT were used as
outcome variable for the DL regression problem. Two clinically
significant thresholds for CST/CFT, namely, 250 lm and 400
lm, were used as cutoffs to construct the outcome variables
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TABLE 1. Characteristics of the Color Fundus Datasets Used to Train
the Deep Learning Models
Characteristics

RIDE/RISE

No. of patients with CST
No. of CFPs with CST
CST ‡ 250 lm, in CFPs
CST ‡ 400 lm, in CFPs
CST, mean 6 SD, lm
No. of patients with CFT
No. of CFPs with CFT
CFT ‡ 250 lm, in CFPs
CFT ‡ 400 lm, in CFPs
CFT, mean 6 SD, lm

725
12,374
7,041 (56.9%)
3,269 (26.4%)
318 6 145
753
17,997
8,166 (45.3%)
4,378 (24.3%)
308 6 164

CFT, central foveal thickness39; CST, central subfield thickness38;
SD, standard deviation.

for the binary classification problems. The cutoff point of 250
lm measured with TD-OCT is traditionally used to discriminate
normal subjects from those with abnormal MT.29 The cutoff
point of 400 lm is used by NICE in the United Kingdom to
identify cases of severe DME for which ranibizumab treatment
should be initiated.30

Color Fundus Photographs
In RIDE/RISE, CFPs were obtained at each patient’s screening
visit and at months 3, 6, 12, 18, and 24. While stereoscopic
seven-field photographs were captured by using cameras with
a 358 setting at each visit, this study only used the foveacentered field two photographs (FC-CFPs). The CFP dataset
contains 12,374 FC-CFPs from 725 patients with associated
CST measurements and 17,997 CFPs from 753 patients with
associated CFT. Among these images, 56.9% (n ¼ 7041/12,374)
have CST ‡ 250 lm, 26.4% (n ¼ 3269/12,374) have CST ‡ 400
lm, 45.3% (n ¼ 8166/17,997) have CFT ‡ 250 lm, and 24.3%
(n ¼ 4378/17,997) have CFT ‡ 400 lm (Table 1).
Photographs were evaluated at the University of Wisconsin
Fundus Photograph Reading Center (Madison, WI, USA) by
trained evaluators masked to both treatment assignment and
images from previous visits. These evaluators, in turn,
annotated various features of the CFPs, including the presence
of scars due to either focal/grid photocoagulation (FGPC) or
scatter photocoagulation (SCATPC). CFPs were also annotated
for their general quality (QC) based on previously described
criteria by Gulshan et al.19 Specifically, the quality of each CFP
was evaluated by two instructed readers supervised by a boardcertified retina specialist. The quality assessment of the CFPs
was based on focus, illumination, image field definition, and
presence of artifacts. In case of disagreement between the two
readers, the retinal specialist served as the final adjudicator.
Our study subsequently used these annotations and QC
measures to conduct a sensitivity analysis of the DL performance, based on the presence of laser scars and the level of
CFP image quality.

Deep Learning Algorithms
The Inception-V337 architecture was used to address both the
binary classification and the regression tasks. This architecture
offers a very good tradeoff in terms of depth (313 layers) versus
number of parameters (~23 million). That is, it is very deep, as
needed to better learn from images, while having a relatively
small amount of parameters, which helps in preventing
overfitting. The Inception-V3 models were trained by using a
transfer-learning cascade. Transfer learning38 is a robust and
efficient technique, in which training does not start from
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FIGURE 1. Transfer-learning cascade to learn robust DL models with a relatively small imaging dataset. The target DL model is the one on top, to be
trained on the RIDE/RISE CFP dataset to detect the presence of either CST or CFT ‡ 250 or ‡ 400 lm. The training does not start from scratch, but
rather from a model trained on the CFP dataset of the Kaggle Diabetic Retinopathy Detection challenge (KaggleDR) to identify CFPs with signs of
severe diabetic retinopathy. The training of the KaggleDR model started in turn from a model trained to address the ImageNet challenge.34

scratch, but rather from a ‘‘warmed-up’’ model (i.e., a model
trained on another dataset to address a different question). In
our study, the starting point was a model trained on the Kaggle
Diabetic Retinopathy challenge34 CFP dataset, whose training,
in turn, started from a model trained on the ImageNet
challenge39 dataset of natural images. The transfer-learning
cascade allows to build well-performing DL models when
dealing with a relatively small dataset, such as that used in this
study (Fig. 1). More specifically, transfer learning involves
replacing and training the softmax layer of the architecture in
case of binary classification and the linear layer of the
architecture in case of regression while keeping all the other
layers frozen. This is followed by fine-tuning38 of the weights
throughout the network with the exception of a few initial
layers close to the input. CFPs were resized to 299 3 299 pixels
and normalized to [1, 1], as required by the Inception-V3.39
No additional preprocessing was performed on the images.
The following parameters were used for training: 10 epochs for
transfer-learning, 50 epochs for fine-tuning, and Adam optimizer with values of learning rate ranging in [105, 102].

Evaluation of the DL Models
The CFP dataset was split as follows: 80% for training, 10% for
testing (i.e., selection of the model), and 10% for validation
(i.e., hold-out set). The split into these three sets changes for
each target outcome variable.
Since the datasets contain multiple CFP acquisitions for the
same patient at each visit across multiple visits, the random
split occurred at the patient level and not at the level of
individual CFPs. This prevents the allocation of CFPs from the
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same patient inside more than one set among training, testing,
and validation.
The metrics to evaluate the model are computed on the
validation sets, keeping just one CFP per patient visit in case
multiple acquisitions are available for a certain visit. The area
under the receiver operator characteristic curve (AUC) is used to
assess the performance of the DL models for classifications,
whereas the R2 value is used to benchmark the DL regression
model. Additionally, 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were
computed with bootstrapping for every AUC and R2 value.
Sensitivity and specificity computed at Youden’s operating
point40 were also reported for the best DL classification models.
Since the dataset splitting changes for each outcome variable
and is constrained with respect to the patient ID, the number of
CFPs used to validate the different DL models also changes.
DL models are ‘‘black boxes’’ by construction, because the
features used for prediction are learnt internally and not
engineered beforehand. To gain insight into the inner workings
of the DL models, we constructed attribution maps41 created
by means of guided back-propagation. These maps display the
image locations that the DL model focused on to make its
decision about the presence of MT. Maps were originally grayscale images and were segmented with a threshold of 0.5 to
provide cleaner and more salient pictures.

RESULTS
Binary Classifications
The best DL model was able to predict CST ‡ 250 lm and CST
‡ 400 lm with an AUC of 0.97 (95% CI, 0.89–1.00; sensitivity ¼
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TABLE 2. Performance of the Deep Learning Models for Binary
Classification of Macular Thickening for the Estimation of Central
Subfield Thickness on Color Fundus Photographs

TABLE 3. Performance of the Deep Learning Models for Binary
Classification of Macular Thickening for the Estimation of Central
Foveal Thickness on Color Fundus Photographs

Central Subfield Thickness, lm
‡250

Central Foveal Thickness, lm

‡400

‡250

‡400

Data Subset

AUC

95% CI

N

AUC

95% CI

N

Data Subset

AUC

95% CI

N

AUC

95% CI

N

All
No SCATPC
No FGPC
No laser
QC filtering
QC filtering
þ no SCATPC
QC filtering
þ no FGPC
QC filtering
þ no laser

0.86
0.89
0.94
0.92
0.89
0.86

0.81–0.90
0.84–0.93
0.85–1.0
0.81–1.0
0.85–0.93
0.73–0.95

307
194
36
31
232
42

0.84
0.88
0.92
0.92
0.94
0.94

0.79–0.88
0.83–0.92
0.84–0.99
0.81–1.0
0.82–1.0
0.82–1.0

342
207
47
39
28
28

0.80
0.80
0.88
0.86
0.83
0.82

0.76–0.84
0.74–0.86
0.74–0.97
0.72–0.98
0.78–0.88
0.75–0.87

479
251
55
40
294
176

0.87
0.85
0.96
0.95
0.88
0.87

0.82–0.91
0.80–0.90
0.93–0.98
0.91–0.98
0.84–0.92
0.81–0.92

463
362
251
205
293
239

0.97

0.89–1.0

28

0.94

0.82–1.0

28

0.91

0.80–0.99

41

0.97

0.89–1.0

45

0.97

0.89–1.0

24

0.94

0.82–1.0

28

All
No SCATPC
No FGPC
No laser
QC filtering
QC filtering
þ no SCATPC
QC filtering
þ no FGPC
QC filtering
þ no laser

0.91

0.76–0.99

30

0.96

0.88–1.0

37

N, number of CFPs available for validation; no FGPC, no focal/grid
photocoagulation; no laser, no scatter photocoagulation and no focal/
grid photocoagulation; no SCATPC, no scatter photocoagulation; QC
filtering, filtered out all CFPs of low quality.

87.5%; specificity ¼ 96.4%; N ¼ 28 CFPs) and of 0.94 (95% CI,
0.82–1.00; sensitivity ¼ 99.0%; specificity ¼ 94.4%; N ¼ 28
CFPs), respectively (Table 2).
To predict CFT ‡ 250 lm and CFT ‡ 400 lm, the best DL
model had an AUC of 0.91 (95% CI, 0.76–0.99; sensitivity ¼
80.0%; specificity ¼ 85.0%; N ¼ 41 CFPs) and of 0.97 (95% CI,
0.88–1.00; sensitivity ¼ 90.0%; specificity ¼ 94.0%; N ¼ 45
CFPs), respectively (Table 3).
Sensitivity analyses showed that the performance of the DL
models increased when the models were trained on CFPs of
high quality and without laser scars. For instance, when
training a DL model to detect the presence of MT of CST ‡ 400
lm, the AUC based on the overall validation set was 0.84, and
increased to 0.92 when CFPs with signs of laser were filtered
out. Moreover, for the same case, the AUC improved to 0.94
when the DL model was further trained on high-quality images
only (Table 2).

trained on CFPs without laser scars and of high quality. That is,
when training a DL model to quantify the exact CST value from
CFPs, the R2 based on the overall validation set was 0.57, and
this increased to 0.65 and 0.73 when the study filtered out
images of poor quality and with laser scars, respectively.
The regression of CFT is characterized by lower performance with respect to the regression of CST and the
performance drop is consistent for all the sensitivity analyses
conditions (i.e., filtering out laser scars and poor-quality
images). These results can be explained by the fact that the
performance of a DL regression is generally more sensitive to
the stability of the endpoint and the CFT is a less reliable
endpoint compared to CST. The CST is defined as an average
thickness over an area,34 whereas the CFT is defined as a 1point measure,35 making CFT a measurement more subject to
noise by definition. Consequently, while the choice of outcome
variable as either CST or CFT does not significantly affect the
outcome of a classification task, it does make a difference for
the associated regression problem.

Examples of Attribution Maps
Regressions
The best DCNN regression model to quantify CST and CFT had
an R2 of 0.74 (95% CI, 0.49–0.91; N ¼ 24 CFPs) and 0.54 (95%
CI, 0.20–0.87; N ¼ 24 CFPs), respectively (Table 4).
Once again, sensitivity analysis demonstrated that the
performance of the DCNN regression model increased when

The attribution maps corresponding to the DCNN models for
classification are shown in Figure 2. Specifically, the maps of
the DCNN models for MT with CFT ‡ 250 lm (Figs. 2a, 2b) and
CFT ‡ 400 lm (Figs. 2c, 2d) have signals located inside the
macula or close by, focusing on hemorrhages, exudates, and
vessel contours.

TABLE 4. Performance of the Deep Learning Models for Regression of Macular Thickening on Color Fundus Photographs
Central Subfield Thickness

Central Foveal Thickness

Data Subset

R2

95% CI

N

R2

95% CI

N

All
No SCATPC
No FGPC
No laser
QC filtering
QC filtering þ no SCATPC
QC filtering þ no FGPC
QC filtering þ no laser

0.57
0.65
0.73
0.73
0.65
0.68
0.73
0.74

0.48–0.64
0.55–0.73
0.45–0.91
0.46–0.87
0.56–0.72
0.60–0.76
0.47–0.89
0.49–0.91

307
194
36
31
232
157
28
17

0.42
0.43
0.51
0.52
0.47
0.49
0.52
0.54

0.34–0.49
0.32–0.52
0.40–0.63
0.39–0.67
0.38–0.55
0.43–0.55
0.25–0.81
0.20–0.87

459
276
43
39
300
187
31
24

N, number of CFPs used for validation; R2, coefficient of determination.
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FIGURE 2. Examples of attribution maps or ‘‘hot spots’’ on CFPs
generated by the DL classification models. (a, b) Example of map
created by the DL model to detect MT with CFT > 250 lm. (c, d)
Example of map created by the DL model to detect MT with CFT > 400
lm.

DISCUSSION
DL is capable of predicting quantitative OCT-equivalent
measures of MT from CFPs. To our knowledge, this is the first
time that DL has been shown to accurately accomplish such a
challenging task in the field of ophthalmic imaging (i.e.,
reproducing three-dimensional clinical measurements from
two-dimensional clinical images). This finding, together with
what has been shown in previous studies,18–28 underlines the
value of DL in enhancing ophthalmic disease surveillance
through an automated approach.
Our study showed that DL models can accurately identify
which CFPs are associated with a clinically significant level of
MT. Specifically, our DL models showed that they can identify
CFPs with a CST ‡ 250 lm and ‡ 400 lm with an AUC of 0.97
and 0.91, respectively. Additionally, our DL models demonstrated that they can identify CFPs with a CFT ‡ 250 lm and ‡
400 lm with an AUC of 0.91 and 0.97, respectively. Moreover,
we also demonstrated the feasibility of predicting the value of
CST in micrometers from CFPs (R2 ¼ 0.74; 95% CI, 0.49–0.91).
These results are significantly better than those seen in
previous studies, where a modest correlation of R2 ¼ 0.37
between center-point retinal thickness measured by OCT and
Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study interpretation of
MT at the center of the macula performed by a retina specialist
on CFPs has been reported.16 However, it is important to note
that the performance of the models was not as high when the
models were trained on CFPs that included images that were of
poor quality or had laser scars.
Our study also showed that it is possible to construct highperforming DL models by using a relatively small dataset (in
this case, the combined CFP dataset of two clinical trials,
RIDE31 and RISE32). This was made feasible by the use of a
transfer-learning cascade approach, where the training of the
DL models started after a warm-up learning phase on the
Kaggle Diabetic Retinopathy34 CFP dataset, which in turn
started from another warm-up learning phase that occurred on
the ImageNet39 dataset. Furthermore, our sensitivity analyses
showed the relative impact of image quality and laser scars on
the final performance of the DL binary classification and
regression models.
A major limitation of the study was that training was based
on data from clinical trials and may not be generalizable to the
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overall population with diabetes. Additionally, our results may
not be generalizable to macular edema secondary to other
causes such as exudative age-related macular degeneration,
retinal vein occlusion, or central serous chorioretinopathy. The
generalizability of these results to current standards may also
be limited given that the study was based on TD-OCT images,
which is not the current standard. Critics may also argue that
our DL model is not truly detecting MT, but rather retinal
phenotypes, such as ETDRS diabetic retinopathy (DR) severity
and hard exudates, that are typically correlated with MT. While
it is true that MT is correlated with such phenotypes, our
analysis showed that our DL model detects the presence of MT
irrespective of the presence of DR severity or the presence of
hard exudates (Supplemental Figs. S1, S2). Future analyses on a
larger validation set will be important to ascertain the
correlation between our DL models, DRSS, and the presence
of hard exudates. Moreover, our work has to be considered a
pilot and a proof-of-feasibility study, and future research will be
needed to validate these DL models against data from other
clinical trials and from the real world. Through such efforts, it
will be possible to create more accurate and unbiased DL
models capable of predicting OCT measures in a clinical setup.
In summary, DL is capable of automatically predicting OCTequivalent measures of MT from CFPs and could significantly
benefit tele-ophthalmology screening programs. This could
contribute to earlier diagnoses of abnormal MT, timely referral
to specialists, faster recruitment of patients into clinical trials,
and enhanced visual/health outcomes among individuals with
diabetes.
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